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Synopsis

This paper discusses three possible methods for performing process monitoring:

● Using the process monitoring capabilities of the net-snmp agent
● Using ssh to access a device and run local commands, Nagios-style plugins or Zenoss plugins
● Using Zenoss's zenprocess daemon

Each of these methods will be examined, including an in-depth discussion on the various different types of plugin that Zenoss can utilise and their strengths and weaknesses. Examples and screenshots are provided.

In addition to monitoring processes, the options for rectifying failed processes will be explored. This can be driven by the Zenoss events subsystem so examples are given to generate events from each of the process monitoring techniques.

A third element of monitoring processes is to collect performance data for use in graphs and threshold-generated events. Examples of performance data collection templates are included for each of the ssh-based methods.

It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic SNMP concepts and with simple SNMP configuration parameters. It is also assumed that the reader is familiar with setting up communications using ssh.

This paper was written based on stack-built Zenoss Core 2.3.3 on SLES 10.
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1 Overview of process management

1.1 Defining “process management” requirements

“Process management” can encompass a wide variety of interpretations:

1. Monitoring for processes on Unix / Linux, effectively using output from some invocation of the `ps` command
2. Monitoring processes as defined by entries in Task Manager on a Windows system
3. Monitoring for a single occurrence of a simple process name (eg. named)
4. Monitoring for full pathname of a command (eg. `/usr/sbin/named`)
5. Monitoring the arguments of a command
6. Monitoring for minimum and/or maximum numbers of occurrences of a process
7. “Alerting” on process failure and recovery
8. Automatic recovery from process failure

With the exception of monitoring Windows processes and services, each of these requirements will be considered against each of the monitoring techniques discussed.

Windows services can be monitored by Zenoss's zenwin daemon and processes (ie. programs that do not run as Windows services but do appear in the Windows Task Manager) can be monitored using the standard Zenoss `zenprocess` daemon, provided the target supports the SNMP Host Resources MIB. Thus some of the details in this paper are also applicable to Windows targets.

1.2 Methods for monitoring Unix / Linux processes

Ultimately, process monitoring for Unix / Linux systems comes from some form of running the `ps` command. Typically this will be achieved either through SNMP or through ssh.

1.2.1 Native SNMP access to process information

Most Linux distributions use the net-snmp agent and net-snmp is also available for proprietary Unix implementations. This paper will assume the presence of net-snmp agents.

net-snmp itself provides a number of options for retrieving process information:

- Host Resources MIB (RFC 2790 supercedes RFC 1514)
- net-snmp process table support from the UCD-SNMP-MIB (net-snmp used to be UCD snmp)
No form of monitoring is truly “agentless” but since most Operating Systems do provide SNMP, then management by SNMP is fairly close to agentless – once the agent has been configured it should continue to deliver information to a management station.

There are three versions of SNMP (V1, V2c and V3) where V1 and V2c have very little authentication or encryption as part of the protocol, but SNMP V3 can provide both. Obviously SNMP V3 will have a greater performance overhead than the earlier versions.

1.2.2 Using ssh to gain process information

Secure Shell (ssh) can be thought of as another “agentless” method for accessing information. As with SNMP, ssh tends to be supported as standard by most Operating Systems and will operate without intervention once configured.

ssh management solutions tend to be “heavier” in resources. Encryption will be enforced at source, destination and across the network. ssh can permit any script to be run at the managed device so it can be as intensive and comprehensive as required; thus an ssh solution can potentially address all the process management requirements detailed above.

1.2.3 Using Zenoss's zenprocess daemon to monitor process information

Zenoss provides the zenprocess daemon to query the availability and performance of processes on remote devices. Fundamentally, zenprocess makes use of the Zenoss HRSWRunMap data collector which relies on the Host Resources SNMP MIB at the target.

Processes are configured from the main left-hand *Processes* menu. One automatic advantage of using zenprocess is that, in addition to monitoring for the presence of a process, it will also create graphs of that process's CPU, memory usage, and the number of instances of the process (count).

2 Native net-snmp process management

Strictly, an SNMP agent is only required to support MIB-2 (which largely provides network information); however, many SNMP agents support extra Management Information Bases (MIBs) as standard, and, in particular, many support the Host Resources MIB, a generic MIB that provides system information about a device. The net-snmp agent can have support for other MIB extensions, such as the process table of the UCD-SNMP-MIB and the DisMan Event MIB, in addition to the Host Resources MIB.

Note that later versions of the net-snmp agent tend to be distributed with support for many extensions already compiled in, but older versions may not have all the extra extensions; in this case, you may need to get the source of the net-snmp agent and rebuild it. To find out what your net-snmp agent supports, run one of the following:
To read MIB information from an SNMP agent, the `snmpwalk` command is a useful testing tool. For example:

- `snmpwalk -v 1 -c public zen232 system`
  - Uses SNMP V1 with a community name of `public` to GET the system table from the machine `zen232`
- `snmpwalk -v 3 -a MD5 -A frac1myea -l authNoPriv -u jane2 zen232 system`
  - Uses SNMP V3 with MD5 authentication, passphrase `frac1myea`, and user `jane2` to GET the system table from machine `zen232`

Obviously, the agent on the target host must have been configured to permit this access, in its `snmpd.conf` file.

### 2.1 Host Resources MIB

The Host Resources MIB defined in RFC 1514 and updated by RFC 2790 defines many standard MIB values for monitoring the “health” of a system, including tables for CPU, memory, swap, storage, devices, installed software, running software and the performance of running software.

The `hrSWRunTable` contains an entry for each distinct piece of software that is running or loaded into physical or virtual memory in preparation for running. This includes the host’s operating system, device drivers, and applications. `hrSWRunTable` consists of a sequence of `hrSWRunEntry` objects defined as follows:

```plaintext
HrSWRunEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    hrSWRunIndex       Integer32,
    hrSWRunName        InternationalDisplayString,
    hrSWRunID          ProductID,
    hrSWRunPath        InternationalDisplayString,
    hrSWRunParameters  InternationalDisplayString,
    hrSWRunType        INTEGER,
    hrSWRunStatus      INTEGER
}
```

Typically:
- `hrSWRunIndex` is the process id (PID) eg. 3555
- `hrSWRunName` is the short name of the process eg. named
- `hrSWRunID` always seems to be `zeroDotZero`
- hrSWRunPath is the full pathname eg. /usr/sbin/named
- hrSWRunParameters are the parameters to the command (if any), eg. -t /var/lib/named -u named (Note that long lines get truncated!)
- hrSWRunType is generally an application denoted by the integer value of 4
- hrSWRunStatus typically is runnable (2) though at least one process should have a status of running (1)

If multiple instances of a process are running then each is reported, with the process id being the differentiator.

The hrSWRunPerf table entry has 2 objects for CPU and memory:

```
HrSWRunPerfEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    hrSWRunPerfCPU         Integer32,
    hrSWRunPerfMem         KBytes
}
```

“CPU” is described as “the number of centi-seconds of the total system's CPU resources consumed by this process. Note that on a multi-processor system, this value may increment by more than one centi-second in one centi-second of real (wall clock) time.”

“Memory is defined as “the total amount of real system memory allocated to this process.”

The index for both CPU and memory is again the process id.

Thus, the Host Resources MIB satisfies requirements 1, 3, 4 and 5 above (monitoring for a process, monitoring the full pathname and monitoring the arguments). Multiple occurrences of a process are reported but there is no simple way to specify how many processes should be running.

To examine the Host Resources process information on a target device using SNMP V1 and a community name of public, use:

```
- snmpwalk -v 1 -c public zen233 hrSWRunTable
```

### 2.2 Process table of UCD-SNMP-MIB

The net-snmp agent has become the ubiquitous SNMP agent for Linux and is available for many other systems. It evolved from the University of California Davis (UCD) SNMP agent which had some useful private MIB extensions, including process monitoring. The prTable of the UCD-SNMP-MIB allows specification of a process name (the short name as reported by `ps -acx`) and a maximum and minimum number of occurrences of the process. If the number of processes is less than MIN or greater than MAX, then the corresponding prErrorFlag instance will be set to 1, and a suitable description message reported via the prErrMessage instance. Note: This
situation will **not** automatically trigger a trap to report the problem - see the DisMan Event MIB section later. The syntax within the snmpd.conf file is:

```
proc named 1 1
proc vmware-vmx 3 4
```

There should be precisely one occurrence of the named process running and at least 3 but no more than 4 occurrences of vmware-vmx.

Optionally, snmpd.conf can also specify a command to run to attempt to fix the problem. This is defined with a procfix line, for example:

```
procfix named /etc/init.d/named start
```

Note that a procfix line must come after the related proc statement. The procfix command will **not** be run automatically. It is only run when the corresponding prErrFix MIB value is set from 0 to 1.

The prTable in the UCD-SNMP-MIB is defined as follows:

```
PrEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    prIndex          Integer32, 1
    prNames          DisplayString, 2
    prMin            Integer32, 3
    prMax            Integer32, 4
    prCount          Integer32, 5
    prErrorFlag      UCDErrorFlag, 100
    prErrMessage     DisplayString, 101
    prErrFix         UCDErrorFix, 102
    prErrFixCmd      DisplayString 103
}
```

Note that the index numbers for this sequence are not consecutive (see right-hand column). For example, the Object Identifier (OID) for the 5th instance in the process table for prErrorFlag would be `.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100.5`, where `.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021` gets you to ucdavis, the next `.2.1` gets you to prTable.prEntry, `.100` is the prErrorFlag and the final `.5` is the instance denoting the 5th process entry in the table.

Typically:

- The prIndex field is simply an increasing number to index into the process table, starting at 1.
- prNames is the short name of the process eg. vmware-vmx
- The prErrorFlag is set to 1 if the count value exceeds max or is less than min
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- prErrMessage reflects a suitable error message if prErrorFlag=1. For example, “Too few vmware-vmx running (# = 1)”. If prErrorFlag=0 then prErrMessage is the null string.

- prErrFix is used to trigger the running of the prErrFixCmd command. prErrFix must be SNMP SET to 1 to run the command. This can either be achieved with an external SET command or by using the DisMan Event MIB.

The advantage of the UCD-SNMP-MIB is that it can count the number of instances of a process and raise an alert if the count is not within configured maximum / minimum limits. It also has the possibility of taking action to rectify a process problem. However, it cannot monitor for process path names or parameters.

Thus, the UCD-SNMP-MIB satisfies requirements 1, 3, 6, 7 and 8 above (monitoring for a process, monitoring the number of instances of a process within maximum / minimum limits, alerting on a process problem, and automatic recovery).

To examine the UCD_SNMP_MIB process information on a target device using SNMP V1 and a community name of public, use:

- `snmpwalk -v 1 -c public zen232 prTable`

Of course, it is perfectly possible to combine UCD-SNMP-MIB process monitoring with Host Resources MIB process monitoring.

### 2.3 DisMan Event MIB

The UCD-SNMP-MIB does not automatically raise any TRAPs or NOTIFICATIONs, nor will it run any procfix commands, by default. The DisMan Event MIB, described in RFC 2981, can be used with the prTable to achieve this.

“monitor” configuration lines can be added to snmpd.conf to monitor the value of a MIB OID on the local agent; for process monitoring, the prErrorFlag is the obvious OID to monitor for a value of 1. The monitor configuration can optionally raise a TRAP or NOTIFICATION. monitor can also be used to trigger a change (SNMP SET) in a prErrFix value, thus initiating a recovery script.

Monitor configuration lines mandate a username parameter as the local MIB OIDs will be queried (SNMP GET) and, in the case of changing prErrFix, an OID will be changed (SNMP SET). For this internal querying, SNMP V3 is always used, regardless of what version of SNMP is used for external devices to query the local agent. When configuring SNMP V3 users for DisMan Event MIB monitoring, do ensure that the user has read/write access if you need to change the prErrFix MIB value.
Note when configuring monitor statements for the DisMan Event MIB, there must be white space around operators.

In Figure 1 above, four processes are monitored, each having max/min parameters; in addition, named has a procfix line.

A user called _internal is created for SNMP V3 use with read/write access; no authentication is required. The monitor statement requires a “-u” parameter which specifies an agentSecName – hence the agentSecName definition defining _internal as a valid user for monitor queries.

The uncommented monitor line provides an example that checks each prErrorFlag in the prTable (ie one check for each defined process) for a value !=0. On this condition, the -e flag is used to generate an SNMP notification called ProcessEvent, which is defined at the bottom of Figure 1. The -e parameter can either specify your own TRAP / NOTIFICATION (as shown here) or can use any TRAP / NOTIFICATION that is defined and available to the agent in a MIB file. The event is passed a number of variables (varbinds), each specified with a -o parameter (wildcard) and the name of the OID to be sent. For a wildcarded expression, the suffix of the matched instance will be added to any OIDs specified. Thus if named is index 3 in the prTable and
prErrorFlag.3 is tested and found to be !=0, then the values of prIndex.3, prNames.3, prMin.3 etc. will be included on the event as varbinds. The next-to-last field in the monitor line (“Process table” in this case) is an administrative name for this expression, and is used for indexing the mteTriggerTable (and related tables).

The active monitor line checks the prErrorFlag instances every 10 seconds (-r 10) and evaluates delta differences (-D); the monitor is not run on snmpd agent startup (-S).

Note that a monitor line only specifies what event will be sent and under which conditions. A standard snmpd.conf trapsink line (or lines) will be necessary to indicate where events should be sent to.

The effect of the active monitor line is to send an SNMP notification with enterprise OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.1234.123 including varbinds that report the problem, whenever a process fails to meet its configured criteria. When the problem goes away, an event with the same OID will be sent and the varbinds will indicate the “good news” nature of the event.

The second, commented-out monitor line in Figure 1 demonstrates local automation by running a SET event, procfix, when a prErrorFlag instance != 0. The corresponding instance of prErrFix is set to 1 which will trigger any configured procfix action. In the case of a failed named, this will cause /etc/init.d/named start to be run.

On my system, SuSE 10 with net-snmp-5.4.1-19.4, I found that either the bad news / good news events would work, or the automatic procfix process restart would work; however if both lines were configured then the “good news” event when the process was healthy again, was never sent. For this reason, the second monitor line is commented out – it is simple enough to configure an action at Zenoss to perform an SNMP SET on the instance of prErrFix to set the value to 1 and cause the procfix action to be executed.

In summary, adding the DisMan Event MIB configuration to an SNMP agent satisfies the initial process management requirements 7 and 8 (alerting on process failure and recovery, and automatic recovery from process failure).

3 Monitoring processes with ssh

There are three ways that ssh can be used to help achieve process monitoring:

- Use ssh to run operating system commands (either built-in (ps variations) or scripts)
- Use ssh to run Nagios plugin commands (such as check_procs)
- Use ssh to run Zenoss plugins to deliver process information (eg. zenplugin.py process sshd)

These options do not inherently rely on having Zenoss as the management system (even the Zenoss plugins operate standalone). This chapter will discuss the basic
techniques of ssh, Nagios and Zenoss plugins. Chapter 5 will then discuss how these ssh methods can be incorporated with a Zenoss management system.

Nagios plugins offer the advantage of a large library of system and network management checks that are coded to a defined format. Zenoss understands the output of Nagios plugins and can use it automatically to generate events.

The disadvantage of using Nagios plugins with Zenoss is that you have to install the Nagios plugins on any targets that you want to access that way – you have the old problem of installing and maintaining an “agent”.

Similarly, the Zenoss plugins provide some pre-coded functionality but they have to be installed along with Python. Zenoss has several performance data collection templates that use Zenoss plugins – look under the Templates tab for /Devices/Server/Cmd at the Devices, FileSystem and ethernetCsmacd templates.

A compromise might be to write native scripts that produce output in Nagios format which removes the need to install an “agent” remotely (though you still have to get the script delivered to the targets).

### 3.1 Setting up ssh

Most Unix / Linux Operating Systems come with an ssh implementation. PuTTY is probably the best known ssh for Windows platforms. Communication is protected by encryption which usually requires public/private key pairs to be generated. The private key needs to be held on the ssh client (for example, a Zenoss manager); the public key is needed on the ssh server (for example, a device running sshd).

Typically on a Unix / Linux system, any user that runs ssh will have a .ssh directory under their home directory which contains ssh key files; it should have 600 access permissions.

The key pairs are generated with a utility generally called ssh-keygen. ssh can use either RSA or DSA as an authentication algorithm and there are 2 versions of the ssh protocol – version 1 and version 2. Most modern implementations of ssh should be using the DSA algorithm and ssh version 2. So, if you want to use ssh with a Zenoss management system, using the userid of zenoss, to manage a remote system called bino with a userid of zenrem, generate a public/private key pair using DSA, for ssh version 2, by:

- Becoming the zenoss user on the management system (because of the way this user is created, you may need to su to root and then run su - zenoss)
- ssh-keygen -t dsa you will be prompted for a passphrase which may be blank
- inspect ~/.ssh for id_dsa and id_dsa.pub and check the directory has 600 access permissions
- copy id_dsa.pub to the machine bino into the .ssh subdirectory of the userid zenrem. It should be copied into the file authorized_keys (or appended to authorized_keys if the file already exists).

- The private key, id_dsa, remains on the Zenoss system. It must have 600 access permissions.

- The public key can be copied to the authorized_keys file of as many systems as you want to manage.

Note that some implementation of ssh use a filename authorized_keys2 to hold version 2 DSA public keys.

If you specify a passphrase when generating the key pairs, this passphrase is used to further protect access to the private key, id_dsa and you will be prompted for the passphrase before any ssh communication can take place.

Note that the names id_dsa and id_dsa.pub are defaults. It is perfectly possible to use different file names and then to specify the keyfile name as part of the ssh command.

So, if we have a user, zenrem on a managed system, bino, with the correct public key in zenrem’s .ssh/authorized_keys file, you can test the communication from the Zenoss system, as user zenoss, with:

- ssh zenrem@bino

- If you have a passphrase configured, you will be prompted for it (this prompt is from the local Zenoss system to access the local private key).

- If this is the first ssh communication with bino, an RSA key for the host bino will be generated and you will be asked whether to continue connection. If you answer Yes then this host key will be added into the file known_hosts under zenoss’s .ssh directory.

In general, key pairs may be used symmetrically; that is, if both client and server have the same id_dsa private key and the same matching public key in their authorized_keys file, then either can act as client (ssh command) or server (sshd daemon).

Note that testing ssh with a user zenoss on the server side (ie ssh’ing in to a Zenoss management system) will not work as the standard Zenoss install does not permit logins to the user called zenoss – this also inhibits ssh access.

In summary, you need the private key, id_dsa, to authorize communication out of your system (ie. acting as an ssh client); you need the public key in the file authorized_keys to authorize communication in (ie acting as an ssh server). You don’t actually need the public key in the file id_dsa.pub.
3.1.1 Using to ssh to directly monitor processes

Once ssh communications is correctly established, any script can be run on a remote system, hence any requirements for process monitoring could be met; whether monitoring for a single process instance, multiple instances, exact process names with or without process parameters. It is also possible to code recovery actions and to generate alerts – SNMP TRAPs, messages to syslog, emails, or any other form of notification. The negative aspect of direct ssh communication is that, if a script is run, then the script somehow has to be distributed to the target.

3.2 Nagios plugin architecture

The Zenoss Developer’s Guide (page 18 of the 2.3 version) provides a reference to Nagios plugin API documentation at http://nagiosplug.sourceforge.net/developer-guidelines.html#PLUGOUTPUT

Chapter 2 of this Nagios paper documents the output format for:

- status result of the plugin
- any performance data delivered by the plugin

Basically, Nagios should deliver one line of output. Status output should be in the format:

SERVICE STATUS: Information text

Valid return codes are documented as shown in the figure below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeric Value</th>
<th>Service Status</th>
<th>Status Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>The plugin was able to check the service and it appeared to be functioning properly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>The plugin was able to check the service, but it appeared to be above some “warning” threshold or did not appear to be working properly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>The plugin detected that either the service was not running or it was above some “critical” threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Invalid command line arguments were supplied to the plugin or low-level failures internal to the plugin (such as unable to fork, or open a tcp socket) that prevent it from performing the specified operation. Higher-level errors (such as name resolution errors, socket timeouts, etc.) are outside of the control of plugins and should generally NOT be reported as UNKNOWN states</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Nagios plugin return codes
If the plugin delivers performance data, it must follow the return code and text, separated from it by the vertical bar symbol.

![Figure 3: Nagios plugin format for delivering performance data](image)

As an example, the `check_file_age` Nagios plugin takes warning and critical parameters for age (-w and -c parameters in seconds) and size (-W and -C parameters in bytes). To get the usage for any Nagios plugin, use the `-h` parameter after the plugin command name (`check_file_age -h`). Thus a Nagios plugin, `check_file_age`, might respond as shown below:

```
$ check_file_age -w 100 -c 300 -W 3 -C 5 /home/zenplug/fred
FILE AGE CRITICAL! /home/zenplug/fred is 9059 seconds old and 5 bytes 1byte=5b seconds=1059s
```

![Figure 4: Nagios plugin check_file_age with performance output](image)
Note that this plugin has been modified from the standard Nagios plugin in order to deliver performance data after the vertical bar.

The plugin is actually a Perl script, the main body of which is shown below:

![Perl script](image)

**Figure 5: Body of modified check_file_age Nagios plugin**

The first two sections check that a file name has been supplied and that a supplied file name exists, each returning an output line with a result code (UNKNOWN or CRITICAL). Note that an exit status is supplied as well as the status as part of the output line. The main body of the script checks the file age and size against warning and critical thresholds. The end of the script then delivers the output line with the result code, information text and the values for size and age; again the exit status is delivered.

Nagios plugins are installed as standard on a Zenoss server under `/usr/local/zenoss/common/libexec`. Nagios plugins can also be installed on remote systems and run standalone. Note that many require the `utils.pm` file to be available either in the same directory as the plugin or in an include path, @INC. If you receive an error message saying that `utils.pm` cannot be located, check the reported @INC path and a symbolic link can be provided from the actual `utils.pm` directory to one of the directories in the path.
3.2.1 Using Nagios plugins to monitor processes

The standard Nagios plugins include a `check_procs` plugin which can be installed standalone on a device.

Examples are also given at the end of the help:
Note that extra output can be achieved with the -vvv option (LOTS of verbosity). In the case of the check_procs plugin, this extra flag shows that the command that is actually run is:

```
/bin/ps axwo 'stat uid pid ppid vsz rss pcpu comm args'
```

When considering the process management requirements at the beginning of this document, the Nagios plugins have possibilities for addressing 1, 3, 5 and 6 (monitoring single and multiple instances of processes by short process name and by considering the parameters of a process). There is no ability in the standard plugin to take remedial action or to send alerts; however, the Nagios API is just that and it is perfectly possible to write your own plugin or to modify some of the standard plugins provided. In addition, the Nagios plugin allows monitoring based on resources used, such as memory and CPU, although no performance data values are returned by the default plugin.

### 3.3 Zenoss plugins

Zenoss plugins are entirely separate from Nagios plugins. They are also sometimes referred to as ZenPlugins (or even just “plugins”) in the documentation. They are a collection of platform-specific python libraries and the zenplugin.py command. They can be used to collect information using ssh, from remote systems. The Zenoss plugins are only useful to monitor a remote system if that system has Python installed and if the Zenoss plugins are supported on the architecture (this basically means linux2, FreeBSD and Darwin).

Note that the Zenoss plugins are only used for collecting performance data; they are not a pre-requisite for modelling a device.

The Zenoss plugins can be downloaded from the Zenoss download site (http://www.zenoss.com/download/links?creg=no) under the heading “Remote Monitoring Scripts”. Good overview information is available at the end of the Zenoss
FAQ at [http://www.zenoss.com/community/docs/faqs/faq-english/](http://www.zenoss.com/community/docs/faqs/faq-english/). There is also a Zenoss plugins HowTo at [http://www.zenoss.com/community/docs/howtos/zenoss-plugins](http://www.zenoss.com/community/docs/howtos/zenoss-plugins). I found the documentation for installing the Zenoss plugins rather confusing; the following process worked successfully on both SLES 10 (32 bit) and Open SuSE 10.2 (64 bit).

**Note** that both python and the python development package must be already installed. **Note also** that you need to install the Python setuptools package or you are likely to get an error message about an ApplicationError - “ImportError: No module named common”.

I found the easiest way to install the Zenoss plugins was to:


3. As root, untar the Zenoss plugins file

4. Change to the Zenoss-Plugins-2.0.4 directory

5. Run
   ```
   python ./setup.py build
   python ./setup.py install
   ```

6. Python packages typically get installed to
   `/usr/local/lib/python2.5/site-packages` (the directory will be created if necessary)

7. Untar the setuptools file

8. Change to the setuptools-0.6c9 directory

9. Run
   ```
   python ./setup.py install
   ```

10. As a normal user, test with
    ```
    zenplugin.py --list-plugins
    ```

11. Note that zenplugin.py will be installed into `/usr/local/bin`

The FAQ documents what utilities are supported on which architecture:
I repeat - **Zenoss plugins are entirely separate from Nagios plugins.** However, the Zenoss plugins implement the output specification of Nagios commands. Note in the examples shown in Figure 9 that the return code is printed along with informational text, followed by a vertical bar, followed by one or more performance data values. Various Zenoss performance data collector templates, under `/Server/Cmd/Linux`, use the Zenoss plugins to deliver data values for graphs for **Devices**, **FileSystem** and **ethernetCsmacd** templates.
3.3.1 Using Zenoss plugins to monitor processes

As can be seen from the screenshot above in Figure 9, there is a process Zenoss plugin that takes a process name as argument. It delivers whether at least one instance of the process is running but does not obviously distinguish between process name and arguments, nor does it help as to the number of instances that are running. There is no concept of the Zenoss plugins running automatic recovery actions or sending alerts (which is reasonable – they are designed as a tool to work with a Zenoss manager which can interpret output from the Zenoss plugins and can deliver recovery and alerting actions).

4 Monitoring processes with Zenoss's zenprocess daemon

Zenoss has several techniques for managing processes. Fundamentally, there are three separate elements:

- Process configuration
- Process discovery through the zenmodeler daemon (every 12 hours by default)
• Process status checking through the zenprocess daemon (every 3 minutes by default)

These default polling intervals are controlled from the left-hand Collectors -> localhost menu.

### 4.1 Process configuration

The left-hand menu of the main Zenoss GUI provides a Processes menu for configuring processes to monitor. None are configured out-of-the-box.

![Figure 10: Zenoss Processes menu](image)

Various parameters are configurable for each process to be monitored:

![Figure 11: Process details that can be edited](image)

The Name field is simply a descriptive name – typically reflecting the process name. The Regex field controls what process is monitored. A trivial example, such as in Figure 10 above, shows a regex of named which will match any process name that
includes *named* and parameters to the process name are ignored. The example in Figure 11 is more specific – the process name must start with snmpd (the `^` specifies start-of-line) and the parameters to the process are also considered when deciding on whether to monitor the process. The regex must match exactly upto the `/tmp/snmpd.pid` and can then have any combination of characters following (the `*`).

Note that with Zenoss 2.3.3 and earlier versions, the *Ignore Parameters* flag sometimes appears to be ignored! For example, in Figure 10 above where *Ignore Parameters* is set to *True* for the named process, processes are automatically detected that have the string “named” in the parameters of *other* commands.

Processes also have *zProperties* which can further modify behaviour.

![Diagram](image1.png)

*Figure 12: zProperties options for a Process*

The *zProperties* are:

- *zAlertOnRestart* - generate an event when the process is detected again
- *zCountProcs* - it is unclear what effect this has
- *zFailSeverity* - the severity of the event generated when the process fails
- *zMonitor* - whether to monitor for this process on all devices

Some of these *zProperties* are rather problematical. The two associated with events work well. If *zAlertOnRestart* is set to True, then recovery of a process will result in a “good news” event with a Cleared severity, which will automatically clear a preceding “bad news” event for that process from the same device – this is standard Zenoss event correlation.

The *zCountProcs* *zProperty* does not appear to have any effect. There is no opportunity to specify what count is the “correct” number or range. Even if *zCountProcs* is set to False, data appears to be collected for the number of instances of a process – this can be seen in the performance graphs for a process for a device.
The zMonitor zProperty should specify globally whether to monitor for a process on all discovered devices. For some processes, this would be better set to False and the process monitor can then be activated at the specific device level; however, doing so seems to result in very variable monitoring results (with Zenoss 2.3.3). Process monitoring seems much more reliable with zMonitor set to True.

Although with Zenoss 2.3.3, process configuration appears more stable than with previous versions, there was sometimes a need to restart the zenprocess daemon after process configuration takes place.

The Status tab of a specific process shows how many instances of a process are running, where they are running, and their status:

![Image of Zenoss Core interface showing process status](image)

**Figure 13: Status of the snmpd_radle Process**

### 4.2 Process discovery

From a device perspective, the os tab allows configuration as to which processes should be monitored and shows their current status. The table drop-down menu allows processes to be added, deleted, locked and monitoring enabled or disabled. This should be used if a process has been configured but with \(\text{zMonitor} = \text{False}\).

Once processes themselves have been configured as described in the previous subsection, then whenever a device is **modelled**, a check will be made for all processes whose zMonitor zProperty is set to True (either globally or for a specific device). An entry will automatically be added to the Process table under the device’s os tab for processes that are discovered. By default, zenmodeler runs every 12 hours but any device can be remodelled from the drop-down table menu -> Manage -> Model Device.

The corollary is also true; if a device remodel takes place and a configured process is not running then it is automatically removed from the process section of the os tab and monitoring for that process for that device stops, at least until the next remodel.
This can be very inconvenient if an important process happens to be down on the periodic remodel. One way to prevent this hiatus is to select the process for the device and use the table drop-down menu to Lock from Deletion. Unfortunately, this sometimes seems to produce adverse effects which result in changes of the process status not being monitored.

Fundamentally, the zenmodeler daemon will use the discovery protocol(s) configured for a device, to discover processes. If the device supports SNMP, then it is usually the Host Resources MIB hrSWRunTable that will provide process information. Modelling collectors for a device are specified from the table drop-down More -> Collector Plugins menu. The zenoss.snmp.HRSCoreRunMap is the collector that gather process information from the Host Resources MIB.

Figure 14: Device os tab showing processes with status
To better understand what the modelling process does, try running zenmodeler standalone, with full debugging turned on:

```
zenmodeler run -v 10 -d group-100-linux.class.example.org
```

You should be able to see the process table entries being returned.

For a device that does **not** support SNMP, process modelling can still take place using the `zenoss.cmd.linux.process` modelling collector. Note that these modelling collectors do **not** require the Zenoss plugins to be installed on a remote system – simple operating system commands are run, over ssh, on the remote system (so zProperties need to be configured for a device to permit ssh access).
Again, to better understand what is happening, run zenmodeler with full debugging \((-v 10)\) from a command line.

### 4.3 Process status checking

Once processes are discovered for a device (modelled), the zenprocess daemon checks the status of those processes, by default every 3 minutes. The process table in the device’s `os` tab should show a green icon for a healthy process and a red icon for a missing process.

Events of the configured severity will be generated when the process is missing and the corresponding cleared event will be generated if `zAlertOnRestart` is set to `True`, when the process is detected.

Note that with Zenoss versions prior to 2.3.3 there was a bug described in TRAC ticket 3270 whereby process status was always reported as up, even when down, but this apparently was only a display problem with the status icon and events were actually still generated accurately.

If the process `Name` field is selected in the `os` tab, then performance data for that process should be displayed. (Note that the `Name` and `Class` columns got swapped around between Zenoss 2.2 and 2.3.).

There is a single performance data collector template, `OSProcess`, that defines what data to collect. It can be examined by drilling into the performance graphs for a process on a device, and then selecting the `Templates` tab.
The template defines three data sources for:

- count (regardless of whether the zCountProcs zProperty is True or False)
- cpu
- mem

Each of these data sources apparently are of type SNMP but no OID source is given. Strangely, these graphs are populated with data even so; however, if the device has no SNMP access then data is not collected (even though the process modelling collector can detect the process).

If logging is increased for the zenprocess daemon, it is possible to see that it is actually zenprocess that collects this performance data, not the usual zenperfsnmp daemon. Logging can be increased for any daemon, from the Zenoss GUI, by selecting the left-hand Settings menu, choosing the Daemons tab and clicking the edit config link. Simply add a line with:

    logseverity 10

and restart the daemon from the Daemons tab page.
In summary, Zenoss process monitoring can discover processes on devices and subsequently monitor those processes. With regard to the process management requirements defined at the start of this document, zenprocess monitoring satisfies 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to some extent; that is, monitoring for one or more occurrences of a process, based on exact or partial process names and process arguments; by thresholding the process count (which is automatically gathered by zenprocess) then alerts on maximum / minimum numbers of instances of a process can be raised. The zenprocess mechanism not only generates events automatically but can also generate clearing events. Although zenprocess itself cannot take automatic remedial action, the Zenoss event processing subsystem can.

5 Integrating process monitoring with other Zenoss capabilities

So far, a number of different process monitoring techniques have been discussed:

- SNMP using various combinations of MIBs and TRAPs
- ssh to run either Operating System commands or remote scripts
- Nagios plugins
- Zenoss plugins
- Zenoss zenprocess monitoring

The first three techniques don’t mandate a Zenoss manager. Strictly the Zenoss plugins could run standalone and deliver output to a different manager; however all these methods integrate well with Zenoss.

5.1 SNMP MIBs, TRAPs and Zenoss

Zenoss has comprehensive facilities to receive and interpret SNMP TRAPs and NOTIFICATIONs (NOTIFICATIONs are effectively SNMP V2 TRAPs and are handled in a similar way by Zenoss; in the ensuing discussion TRAP will be used to
Some TRAPs are configured when Zenoss is installed (such as warm start, cold start, authentication, link up and link down); any TRAP can be configured through the Zenoss GUI, based on the enterprise OID and the specific TRAP number. All the varbinds on the TRAP are available as user-defined fields on the Details tab of a detailed event. By creating event mappings, events can be further distinguished using regular expressions to parse the event’s summary field. Python rules can be used in mappings to test information from the TRAP against other criteria; for example different actions could be taken based on which device sent the TRAP, whether the device is a member of a particular Location or Group and on the Production status of the device.

The TRAP varbinds can also be analysed. Depending on whether criteria are met, an event mapping transform can be run – this is typically one or more Python statements that can modify many of the characteristics of both the event and / or the device that generated the event. A simple example would be to change the severity of the event for devices in a particular Group.

For a much more comprehensive discussion, see my Zenoss Event Management paper available at http://www.zenoss.com/Members/jcurry/zenoss_event_management_paper.pdf/view.

The combination in the UCD-SNMP-MIB of process monitoring, the procfix parameter to customise a recovery action, and the ability of the DisMan Event MIB to trigger a recovery action, can interwork with a Zenoss SNMP manager to activate the recovery.

Take the scenario where a process, named, has failed and the DisMan Event MIB generates an enterprise specific TRAP to Zenoss, including varbind parameters from the UCD-SNMP-MIB process table. The snmpd.conf configuration file can be seen in Figure 1.

named has a procfix line which specifies to run /etc/init.d/named start but this only happens when the matching instance of prErrFix is set to 1. The monitor line generates an event (strictly an SNMP V2 NOTIFICATION) called ProcessEvent, which is defined in the same snmpd.conf (if you don’t specify your own event then a default event from the DisMan Event MIB will be sent). The monitor line passes all the parameters for the relevant instance of the UCD-SNMP-MIB process table. The monitor is triggered by the relevant prErrorFlag != 0.

```
  monitor -u _internal -r 10 -D -S -e ProcessEvent -o prIndex - o prNames -o prMin -o prMax -o prCount -o prErrorFlag -o prErrMessage -o prErrFix -o prErrFixCmd "Process table"
  prErrorFlag != 0

  notificationEvent ProcessEvent .1.3.6.1.4.1.1234.123
```

As documented earlier, the net-snmp agent does not seem able to reliably generate both a notification and a set event to automatically run a procfix script; hence a Zenoss manager could be used to perform the SNMP SET on the correct prErrFix MIB
variable. This is probably better practice than having the SNMP agent automatically
fix the problem as there will be an audit trail if it is fixed in Zenoss.

5.1.1 Configuring event mapping for SNMP TRAPs

An event mapping should be created for the event generated by the DisMan Event
MIB - .1.3.6.1.4.1.1234.123. Start by creating a new event Class, whose
eventClassKey is simply the event OID. In the example below, a new event class,
Skills is created with an event subclass of net_snmp_proc.

Events simply match on the eventClassKey of 1.3.6.1.4.1.1234.123 - there is no Rule or
Regex matching.

An event mapping transform is applied in order to generate a more useful event
summary.

    for attr in dir(evt):
        if attr.startswith('1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100'):
            evt.index=attr.replace('1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100.','')
            evt.process_name=getattr(evt,'1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.122.'+evt.index)
            evt.errorFlag=getattr(evt,'1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100.'+evt.index)
            evt.errFixCmd=getattr(evt,'1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.103.'+evt.index)
            if evt.errorFlag==1:
                evt.summary=evt.process_name + ' process is unhealthy'
                evt.severity=5

Figure 19: Event mapping 1.3.6.1.4.1.1234.123 for event class /Skills/net_snmp_proc
if evt.errorFlag==0:
    evt.summary=evt.process_name + ' process is healthy'
    evt.severity=0

The transform looks for the user-defined event field that represents the prErrorFlag varbind (1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.100). Remember that the UCD-SNMP-MIB has a table associated with processes – we need to get at the index into that table, which is the last number of the OID, so the transform gets the index into user-defined event field, evt.Index, the process name into evt.Process_name and the error flag into evt.errorFlag. The transform also gets the prErrFixCmd value although it is not actually used.

A test then checks evt.errorFlag. For a “bad news” event, the summary is set to a useful comment and the severity is set to Critical; for a “good news” event, the severity is set to Cleared. This means that Zenoss’s automatic “good news clears bad news” logic will apply.

The resulting Zenoss event appears as shown in the next Figure.
As can be seen from Figure 20, the SNMP TRAP varbinds include the prefix `prErrFixCmd` parameter `/etc/init.d/named start` as OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.103.3 and the status of the trigger, OID .1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.102.3, the `prErrFix` flag.

5.1.2 Responding to SNMP TRAPs with Zenoss

To automate recovery from process failure using Zenoss, the relevant `prErrFix` flag needs to be set to 1 using SNMP. Bear in mind that this will use an SNMP SET command so SNMP authentication must permit SETs as well as GETs.

One way to configure Zenoss responses is to create Event Commands which are run by the `zenactions` daemon; however, our response needs access to the TRAP varbinds to determine the `prTable` table index and to set the appropriate `prErrFix` OID variable, and unfortunately, Zenoss Event Commands do not have access to user-defined event fields (ie. the varbinds).

For this reason, the SNMP SET command will be run by extending the event mapping transform given in Figure 19. Any Python program can call Operating System commands (and that’s all an event transform is!). To use such commands the `os` Python module needs to be imported, the command text needs to be setup and then the `os.system` method is called.
Note that the shell command should all be on one line.

```python
import os

snmpVer = dev.zSnmpVer.replace('v', '')
shellcmd = '/usr/bin/snmpset -v ' + snmpVer + ' -a ' + dev.zSnmpAuthType + ' -A ' + dev.zSnmpAuthPassword + ' -l authNoPriv -u ' + dev.zSnmpSecurityName + ' ' + dev.manageIp + ' 1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.2.1.102.' + evt.index + ' i 1
os.system(shellcmd)
```

The shell command simply invokes the snmpset command. The example above is for a class of devices that support SNMP V3 so the authentication type, the authentication password and the SNMP V3 user name must be supplied as parameters to snmpset. Rather than hard-code these, they can be accessed from the zProperties of the device that raised the initial TRAP, along with the IP address of that device, and the version of SNMP to use. The only"gotcha" is that the zSnmpVer zProperty responds with v3 (in this case) – the snmpset command requires a -v parameter followed by a space and a version (1, 2c, 3) so an extra step is shown which strips the leading v off the zSnmpVer zProperty.
The end of the snmpset command concatenates the OID for the `prErrFix` variable with the correct index from the user-defined `evt.index` value and sets the value, of type `I` (INTEGER) to the value `1` – in other words, run the configured `prErrFixCmd`, `/etc/init.d/named start`.

Do ensure that Zenoss has been configured correctly with SNMP zProperties for devices and / or device classes.

In practise, all this explanation takes far longer than the automation does!

### 5.2 Zenoss and ssh

Each device class and / or specific device can have zProperties configured for ssh communications. Once accomplished, any underlying Zenoss ssh commands will simply use those parameters.
The crucial parameters are:

- **zCommandPassword**: this is the passphrase if one was defined
- **zCommandPath**: path for remote commands
- **zCommandSearchPath**: path for remote commands *(Note that this currently seems to have no effect)*
- **zCommandUsername**: the username already setup for ssh
- **zKeyPath**: where the ssh private key file is

Note that the screenshot above demonstrates the possibility of using a non-standard name for the key file, *id_dsa_bino_et_al*. This file should be in the zenoss user’s .ssh directory.

**Note** that if non-standard keyfile names are used, Zenoss appears to need the public key file (*id_dsa_bino_et_al.pub*) in the .ssh directory, in addition to the private key file.
5.2.1 Using Zenoss to run stand-alone ssh commands

Any command can potentially be run on a remote system using ssh. If a specific combination of processes is required to define a “healthy” service, then a script may be the easiest way to accomplish this. As a simple example, consider the script below:

The script is checking for two VMware processes, one for a machine called server, the other for a machine called group-100-linux; these two VMs together make up the raddle application. The script will return numeric values for the number of relevant VMware processes, the number of “server” processes and the number of “linux” processes. The exit code will be OK if both are running, WARNING if only 1 is running and CRITICAL if both are down. No attempt is made in this script to rectify any problem, but potentially, recovery actions could also be included.

This script uses elements of the Nagios API to return a single line of output with:

- The status of the script, followed by colon, followed by textual information
- A vertical bar
- Performance data in the format `label=value`. Multiple entries are space-separated

The script also returns an exit status as defined by Nagios – 0 = OK, 1 = WARNING, 2 = CRITICAL, 3 = UNKNOWN.

To make use of a command script, the easiest method is to setup a Zenoss performance data collector **template**. Note that it is good practice to create templates at a device **class** level – otherwise, if it is created for a specific device, there is no simple way to later apply that template to other devices. Data is actually collected by Zenoss’s **zencommand** daemon.

A performance data collection template has a number of elements:

- **Data Sources** how to collect data
- **Thresholds** ranges for “healthy” data
- **Graph Definitions** what to plot and how to plot it

The Data Source specifies what command to run, where to run it, and how to run it.

![Figure 26: Defining the procs Data Source in the raddle_proc_check performance data collector template](image)

In the Data Source dialogue:
- Source Type should be *COMMAND*. The drop down will certainly offer SNMP as another alternative. If other Zen Packs are installed then other types may also be available.

- To use this data source on remote systems over ssh, ensure the *Use SSH* box is *True*.

- The *Component* field is useful when processing events – for example, it is one of the fields used to determine whether an event is a duplicate. The component field does not need to already exist anywhere else – it is simply a text string. *raddle* has been used here.

- The *Event Class* field will default to */Cmd/Fail* but could usefully be set to an existing, locally-defined event class. Here the class is set to */Skills/raddle*.

- The *Cycle Time* is how frequently the zencommand daemon will run the script.

- The *Command Template* is the script you want to run. If a fully-qualified pathname is provided then it will be honoured; otherwise, zencommand will consult the zProperties for a device and will prepend the zCommandPath to the filename given in the *Command Template*.

- Don't forget to use the *Save* button after completing definitions.

- **Note** that the *Test* button does not appear to work for invoking remote commands. It returns a “No such file or directory” error. Similarly the *zentestcommand* utility returns the same error for remote scripts.

- The easiest way to test the script over ssh is to run the zencommand with full debug; for example:

```
zencommand run -v 10 -d bino.skills-1st.co.uk
```

The bottom part of the Data Source dialogue maps the data that the script collects into Zenoss DataPoints that can be thresholded and graphed. Remember that the script in Figure 25 delivered three data values after the vertical bar on the output line – procs, serverNum and linuxNum. **The definitions of the DataPoints must match these label names exactly.**
Typically, DataPoint definitions can be left at defaults having ensured that the name matches the label that the script delivers.

The Zenoss name for a DataPoint is the concatenation of the Data Source and the DataPoint names; hence, in the screenshot above, the DataPoint is `procs_procs`. The other two DataPoints will be `procs_serverNum` and `procs_linuxNum`. For this reason, it is important not to change the name of the Data Source without due consideration or DataPoints already used in graphs and thresholds will become undefined.

Once the Data Source and DataPoints are defined, thresholds and graphs can be setup within the template.
As can be seen in the following screenshot, thresholds are chosen based on the defined DataPoints. Events of a specified class, of a given severity can be generated when the threshold is exceeded.

Figure 29: Defining a threshold for the procs_linuxNum DataPoint

As many graphs as are desired can be created. In this example, a single graph with all three DataPoints will be defined, including the three thresholds.
This performance data collector template was defined for the class of devices /Server/Cmd. To ensure that the template is applied to the host bino.skills-1st.co.uk, use the More -> Templates drop-down menu from the device’s main page. From there, select the drop-down and Bind Templates menu. A popup box allows you to select templates to bind. Note that you should select all templates that you want bound (use Ctrl key to select multiple options) – just selecting the new template will de-select any templates already bound.

Once the template is bound to a device or class of devices, data will start to appear under the Performance tab of a device.
Note in Figure 32 above that thresholds have been disabled in the raddle_procs template, hence no threshold values are shown.

With command-driven performance data collectors, there are two opportunities for generating events:

- Using thresholds on DataPoints as described above
- Using the exit status from the script

If a script returns an exit status as defined by the Nagios plugin API, then events are automatically generated with a severity corresponding to the exit code:

- Script exit code of OK (0)  
  Zenoss event severity = Clear (0)
- Script exit code of WARNING (1)  
  Zenoss event severity = Warning (3)
- Script exit code of CRITICAL (2)  
  Zenoss event severity = Error (4)
Note that the `eventClass` and the `component` fields of the event have been populated by the Data Source configuration. The “good news” event automatically clears the “bad news” events using Zenoss’s default event correlation.

If the template thresholds are enabled then extra events are received, with their configured severities.

Figure 33: Event console showing events generated by script Data Source

Again, threshold “good news” events automatically clear “bad news”.

Figure 34: Event console showing events generated by script data source and thresholds
Threshold values are also shown on the performance graphs.
To better understand how zencommand runs scripts and to help debugging, modify the parameters for zencommand to increase debugging in the logfile

\$ZENHOME/log/zencommand.log. Set:

```
logseverity 10
```

and recycle the zencommand daemon. This configuration can either be modified in the GUI from Settings -> Daemons and use the edit config link and the Restart button; alternatively edit $ZENHOME/etc/zencommand.conf directly and then restart zencommand with zencommand restart (you will need to be the zenoss user).
The zencommand.log shows:

- The remote script being run by zen.SshClient, including the returned output
- zen.zencommand queueing an event, including the configured eventClass, component and with the event summary field set to the text information output (everything before the vertical bar in the script output line). The eventKey field is set to the Data Source name.
- zen.RRDDUtil storing away the latest values
- zen.thresholds and zen.MinMaxCheck checking the latest values against the configured thresholds

### 5.2.2 Using Zenoss to run Nagios plugins through ssh

Nagios plugins integrate with Zenoss in a very similar manner to running standalone commands. Nagios plugins will automatically be installed on a Zenoss manager under `/usr/local/zenoss/common/libexec`. Some Nagios plugins can be used to check details of remote systems, for example the `check_http` plugin tests URLs on a given destination system:

```
check_http -H www.skills-1st.co.uk
```

Some Nagios plugins are designed to check details on a local system, such as the `check_procs` plugin.

It is perfectly possible to install the check_procs Nagios plugin standalone on a remote system and it can be placed in any directory. As an example, install check_procs into `/usr/local/zenoss/common/libexec` on a remote system (not a Zenoss manager). Ensure that the plugin runs standalone, locally, by:
cd /usr/local/zenoss/common/libexec
d./check_procs -w 1:4 -c 1:10 -C sshd

Next ensure that the zProperties for this device are setup in the Zenoss GUI to permit ssh communications between the Zenoss manager and the remote device. This is exactly the same as described in Figure 24 above for running standalone ssh commands.

To utilise information from the Nagios plugin, setup a Zenoss performance data collection template in the same way as described above.

![Figure 38: Performance data collection template using ssh to run remote Nagios check_procs plugin](image)

Note that in this case, the full path to the plugin is supplied. It is checking for exactly 3 occurrences of a short process name vmware-vmx. The component field is set to nagios_check_procs and a new event class of /skills/nagios/check_procs has been created for use with this template.

The advantage of using Zenoss plugins is that there are lots available in the community. The disadvantage is that many of them do not provide performance data values, simply a status and informational text. This means that creating DataPoints in Zenoss from which to create thresholds and graphs is not useful; although DataPoints can be specified, they have to exactly match the label of the data delivered by the plugin (which doesn’t exist), so any graphs based on such DataPoints will have no data.

This doesn’t mean that the Nagios check_procs plugin is necessarily useless. The plugin can specify warning and critical ranges for metrics (such as number of instances of a process, memory used, percentage CPU used) and delivers an exit status from the script which will drive Zenoss events.
As discussed with standalone events, the Nagios plugin “good news” status will deliver a Zenoss event with Cleared status; thus Nagios-driven “good news” events will automatically close their corresponding “bad news” events.

5.2.3 Using Zenoss to run Zenoss plugins through ssh

The Zenoss plugins are python libraries run by the zenplugin.py command. The Zenoss plugins are not installed by default, even on the Zenoss manager, but they are easily downloaded and installed as described in section 3.3.

Documentation for the Zenoss plugins is rather light, especially around the process plugin; however the code can be examined, typically in:

```
/usr/local/lib/python2.5/site-packages/zenoss/plugins/linux2.py
```

This shows that a parameter is required to describe the process(es) to be monitored. This parameter will match any process that includes that string so processes can be specified as fully-qualified pathnames or short commands (try using `zenplugin.py process k` on a system that uses kde – it reports the totals of resources of all processes that include the letter k).
There appears to be no way to specify a way to count instances of a process. If there are multiple processes that match the description, then the cpu and memory values are summed for all matching processes.

The plugin script shows that raw data is gathered by reading the stat file for the process in /proc/<process id>. The “cpu” figure is derived by adding the “user” and “system” values and is reported in “jiffies” (1/100 second) that this process has been scheduled. The memory figure takes the resident set size of the process (plus 3 – for administrative purposes), and multiplies by pagesize to produce a memory figure in bytes.
Figure 42: Zenoss plugin linux2.py showing process collection code
Zenoss plugins can be used in exactly the same way as standalone scripts or Nagios plugins. Performance data collector templates can be created that call zenplugin.py on a remote system, using the ssh zProperties configured for a device.

Figure 43: Performance data collection template using Zenoss process plugin

In Figure 43 a new component value has been created, *zenplugin_process*, and a new event class is referenced (*//Skills/zenplugin/process*). Note that the Command Template field specifies a short name for *zenplugin.py*; this assumes that any device that has the template bound, will have the zCommandPath zProperty set to */usr/local/bin*.

The names of the DataPoints exactly match the label names of the cpu and mem output of the Zenoss plugin. Note that the cpu DataPoint has the COUNTER type; since cpu is the number of jiffies that the process has been scheduled, it will always be an increasing number, whereas mem can go up and down so the GAUGE type is more appropriate for mem. The COUNTER data type means that any graphs using it will automatically display rate-of-change, rather than the absolute value which is simply a large number that gradually increases.
Zenoss plugins provide different benefits to the Nagios plugins. You cannot count instances of a process but, if you want the total cpu and memory resource used by the total number of invocations of a particular process, then the Zenoss process plugin matches that paradigm nicely. The other advantage of Zenoss plugins is that they not only deliver output in Nagios API format, but they also tend to deliver performance data in addition to the status and information text; hence they are more amenable to being used directly to supply data for graphs and thresholds (indeed, all the standard templates for /Server/Cmd devices uses Zenoss plugins).

The negative side is that there is no way within the Zenoss process plugin to set acceptable thresholds for cpu and memory so the exit status is always “OK” unless the plugin itself had problems retrieving data. This means that if events are required on thresholds based on the Zenoss plugin data, then thresholds must be setup within the Zenoss performance data collector template – there are no “automatic” events.
Note that the threshold shown above demonstrates the use of the Escalate Count field. When the third similar event arrives, the severity will be escalated from the configured Warning to the next level, Error.

Events are generated by Zenoss when the threshold is exceeded and, as with all the other techniques already discussed, “good news” thresholds will automatically close “bad news” threshold events.

To summarise, the Zenoss plugins are better performance data collectors and the Nagios plugins more easily deliver threshold events.

6 Conclusions
A number of different process monitoring techniques have been discussed, each having their own merits. If devices cannot be monitored using SNMP, perhaps because of
firewall limitations, then ssh provides access for standalone commands, Nagios plugins and Zenoss plugins. The choice between these three depends on what aspects of process monitoring are required.

Standalone scripts are the most flexible but you have to develop, test, maintain and deliver them.

Many Nagios plugins are available in the community but the standard check_procs offering does not deliver performance data and there is still the task of delivering the Nagios plugin to the remote system. check_procs does provide a flexible way for defining a “healthy” process and can automatically generate events based on this health.

Zenoss plugins also need installing remotely and add the prerequisite of a Python environment, but the Zenoss process plugin is good for delivering cpu and memory performance data for the combined instances of a given process. If events are required, they need to be configured through thresholds on performance data collection templates.

One of the advantages of using performance data collection templates, driven by zencommand, is that you control the data collection interval at the Data Source level. If performance data is collected using SNMP, there is a single polling interval (default 5 mins) for all data collected by the zenperfsnmp daemon.

SNMP is the simple, default method of discovering and monitoring processes and is used by Zenoss's zenmodeler and zenprocess daemons, relying on the Host Resources MIB. The zenprocess daemon has the advantage of very low administrator setup time as performance information is automatically gathered for monitored processes and events are automatically generated if a process is no longer detected. Provided targets support SNMP and Host Resources, there is no agent setup beyond basic configuration of the SNMP agent. The negative aspect of using the built-in Zenoss methods to configure, discover and monitor processes, is that they are still a little “quirky” and do not always deliver the results expected.

For environments where SNMP agent configuration skills exist, the net-snmp agent can be configured well beyond the ability of the Host Resources MIB by using the UCD-SNMP-MIB process monitoring table. Events can be generated by incorporating the DisMan Event MIB and automatic recovery actions can also be enabled at the agent. For time critical process monitoring, this should be the most responsive solution as monitoring and action can both be taken at the monitored device; there is no polling interval between Zenoss manager and managed device before an event is received. The negative side of extensive agent configuration is that it really only provides event information; there is no performance data provided by this solution.

In practise, some organisation may deploy combinations of all these process monitoring techniques, in order to satisfy their requirements.
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